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WHAT HAPPENED TO MOISTURE MANAGEMENT?

“Now we are in a new era of ultra-efficient buildings involving LEED, net-zero energy, and
passive house – all noble in intent but rife with designs that often ignore the basic and
enduring principles of moisture management.”
M. Steven Doggett Ph.D, LEED AP

Skimping on Window Details
Leads to Mayhem
The most vulnerable place for bulk water infiltration is
around windows and other penetrations, yet this area
typically receives the least amount of attention.
Rough Opening Leaks

Complicated Installation

Reverse Laps

Solution:
Two-Component
Window Flashing
Two Components:

1) Flash with pre-cut flashing material
2) Choose RO materials = minimal inventory
and field training
Nearly 99% of installers reuse our products
because managing only two SKUs in the field
improves labor estimates and drastically reduces
installation time.

Field Tested
to Work Together
VaproShield’s airtight field membranes and
rough opening flashing materials are tested
to work together - reducing your liability for
potential moisture-related repairs.

Two components
minimize inventory

Window flashing
in progress

Rough opening ready
for window installation,
no reverse laps
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VA PROSH IELD ON THE MO V E
Northwest Wood Design
Symposium

BISNOW Atlanta
July 24th, 2018
Atlanta, GA

July 19th, 2018
NWWD Symposium, Seattle, WA

Come visit us at BISNOW Atlanta
on July 24th. View mock ups of
our simplified air-barrier system
and learn why it’s a top choice for
large hospitality projects.

Visit VaproShield and earn CEUs
at the NWWD Symposium on July
19th in Seattle, WA. Learn about
the use of wood in commercial
and multi-family buildings and why
VaproShield is at the forefront of
the movement.

Ri bbi t Res ou rce Re- ex am i n i n g
C u r ren t Pr acti ces
M. Steven Doggett, Ph.D. LEED AP summarized in
his blog “Frankensteinian Design: Energy Efficiency
At The Expense Of Durability,” that energy efficiencies
can be impressive, moisture management may
suffer drastically. He notes, a call for designers and
contractors to re-examine current practices in the area
of over-emphasizing energy efficient at the expense of
moisture performance and building durability.

Follow us!

For real time information
on the latest products,
events, and news at
VaproShield, follow
us on Facebook and
Twitter.
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